Fluorescence anisotropy-based salt-titration approach to characterize protein-nucleic acid interactions.
Many proteins bind nucleic acids (NA) via cationic residues that interact electrostatically with the anionic phosphate backbone of RNA or DNA. These electrostatic interactions are often insensitive to NA sequence and structure, but confer strong salt dependence to the binding interactions. In contrast, salt-independent non-electrostatic contacts reflect more specific binding interactions. Proteins with multiple cationic NA-binding domains connected by flexible linkers, such as the HIV-1 Gag polyprotein, may bind different NA molecules in distinct ways. For example, Gag binding to the Psi-packaging signal of the HIV-1 RNA genome optimizes the specific non-electrostatic binding component of this protein-RNA interaction. In contrast, Gag binding to a non-psi RNA optimizes the electrostatic interactions at the expense of specific contacts. Here, we describe a fluorescence anisotropy-based salt-titration approach that allows complete characterization of both electrostatic and non-electrostatic binding components for any protein-NA complex in a quantitative manner within a single assay.